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You MUST
Remember This!
passwords in
contemporary
computer culture

Passwords?
What is a
password?

A memory
practice

An identity
practice
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Classic
passwords:

The
ultimate
password:
The launch code

The
stereotypical
password:
The club door

The
traditional
password:
The wall safe

Passwords
don't have to be
words, they can
be codes
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Passwords
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ATM machines
Banks
Bikes
Cars
Cellphones
Dial-up modem
Email accounts
Garages
Home alarms
Luggage….

….Websites

******

******

a kind of writing
you can’t read

******
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Passwords:
a cultural
practice of
memorization
linked to identity

Passwords
questions

Passwords

Passwords

what kind of
memory practice

how do we
imagine them?

Passwords

Passwords

how do they
work?

how do they
work (or not)?
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Passwords
how do they
affect us? why?

******

You MUST
Remember This!

You MUST
Remember This!

passwords in
contemporary
computer culture

passwords in

- religious texts
- folklore
- fantasy
- science fiction
- contemp. metafiction

history religion fiction folklore &

computer culture

- King James Bible
- Ali Baba
- Lord of the Rings
- Neuromancer
- Harboiled Wonderland
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passwords
IN
literature

passwords
AS
literature

my field:

******
“literature”
means
“made of letters”

literature and
technology

books
hypertext fiction
tag clouds
blogs
text messages
text adventure games
animated poetry
….
passwords
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We stick our graphics where the sun don’t shine

the
POETICS of
passwords

how we
INVENT
passwords

how we
WRITE
passwords
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how we
READ
passwords

how we
REMEMBER
passwords

The Lord of the
Rings
(1954)
J.R.R. Tolkien

how we
MEMORIZE
passwords

******
The Lord of the
Rings
Password to the west
gates of Moria
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The Lord of the
Rings
speak friend and enter
…?

The Lord of the
Rings

The Lord of the
Rings

speak ‘friend’,
and enter

speak ‘mellon’,
(Sindarin for ‘friend’)

The Lord of the
Rings
…you may pass

******
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riddle
vs
password?

Ali Baba and
the Forty
Thieves

“

Remembering the words the captain
of the robbers used to cause the door
to open and shut, Ali Baba wished to
try if his pronouncing them would
have the same effect. Accordingly he
went among the shrubs, and,
receiving the door concealed behind
them, stood before it, and said,
“Open, Simsim” Whereupon the door
instantly flew wide open.

”

“
simsim?

Note 1: This talismanic word, though it is the
Arabic name of sesamè (Sesamum orientale, a
plant producing oil-grain much used in the
East), must have some other meaning. A
German folk-tale, “Simeliberg,” beginning in
something of the same way with the magical
opening of a rock, has the phrase “Open
Simsi,” which the Grimms explain as an old
German word for “mountain.”
Charles W. Eliot, 1909

”
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“

“

“
Kasim rose the next morning long
before the sun, and set out for the
forest with ten mules bearing great
chests, which he intended to fill, and
followed the road which ‘Ali Baba had
indicated.

When he reached the entrance of the
cavern, he pronounced the words,
“Open Simsim!” The door
immediately opened, and when he
was in, closed upon him. In
examining the cave, he was rejoiced
to find much more riches than he had
expected.

”

”

He quickly laid as many bags of gold
as he could carry at the door of the
cavern; but his thoughts were so full
of the great riches he should
possess, that he could not think of
the word to make it open, but instead
of “Simsim,” said, “Open, Barley!”

”

******

“

He named several sorts of grain, but
still the door would not open, and the
more he endeavoured to remember
the word “Simsim,” the more his
memory was confounded, and he had
as much forgotten it as if he had
never heard it mentioned. He threw
down the bags he had loaded himself
with, and walked distractedly up and
down the cave, without having any
regard to the riches around him.

”

simsim?
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Semitic:
sumsum
OR
shumshum

(depending on
dialect)

…the word for
“sesame” is a
shibboleth

Alternate
interpretation of
Kassim’s
entrapment

(aside:
the modern
Hebrew word
for "password"
is sisma)

…the word for
“sesame” is a
shibboleth
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Shibboleth

“

Judges 12:4-6
4: Then Jephthah gathered together all the men of Gilead,
and fought with Ephraim: and the men of Gilead smote
Ephraim, because they said, Ye Gileadites are fugitives of
Ephraim among the Ephraimites, and among the
Manassites.
5: And the Gileadites took the passages of Jordan before
the Ephraimites: and it was so, that when those
Ephraimites which were escaped said, Let me go over;
that the men of Gilead said unto him, Art thou an
Ephraimite? If he said, Nay;
6: Then said they unto him, Say now Shibboleth: and he
said Sibboleth: for he could not frame to pronounce it
right. Then they took him, and slew him at the passages of
Jordan: and there fell at that time of the Ephraimites forty
and two thousand.

”

lost
distinctions

******
“
entrapment

Ideally, a password should consist of 8 or
more characters. They should also contain
a mixture of upper and lower case letters,
symbols and numbers. "A$d3B5i9X"
would
be an example. Microsoft security has
encouraged the concept of the "Pass
Phrase" as an alternative. A phrase such
as,"TheLastGoodBookUBoughtCost$25!"
has all of the needed elements and is
also easy to remember.his pronouncing
them would have the same effect.

”
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theory

Theory

The0ry

The0r,

Leet-speak
7h30R,
13375p34k
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******

Johnny
Mnemonic
(1981)
William Gibson

Johnny Mnemonic VHS cover

******
(1995)
Hardboiled Wonderland book cover

Hardboiled
Wonderland
and the End of the World

(1985)
Haruki Murakami
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******

~ fin ~

******
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